Tribo-MAX
Nano-Technology Additives
Formulated by: Green Auto Technology

The Rundown
Tribo-MAX is formulated as an “Armor harder than diamonds” that activates
in your motor and other systems under high heat in the highest friction
pressure points to transform the wear areas into a nano-ceramic surface!
Just one particle is about 10x smaller than your red blood cells. Our
formulation is capable of permanently bonding to the metal while filling
in worn spots up to 0.064” or more.
Our ceramic-armor R
 EVERSES wear and tear.
You get More POWER, Better Mileage and Lower Emissions!
The nano-ceramic surface creates ultra-low friction. After significant
research supplied from universities all over the world, we found the
friction coefficient decreased to 0.06! Lowest of anything we have ever
seen. In turn, our super-lubricant gives you an immediately efficient
running vehicle and added insurance against mechanical failure!
Truly the "Holy Grail" of Super Lubricants!
Tribo-MAX has two jobs; bond to the metal and provide ultimate lubrication.

• Restores Compression & Heals Pumps
Compression improves fast! As the compression increases, the blow-by
gases reduce greatly. Blow-by gas is known to be detrimental to your oil.
When the oil degrades, this transformation becomes a substance that
destroys the motor. With the introduction of the additive, the oil is kept

safe from harmful blow-by gases extending the life of the oil, naturally
following an extended engine life! In other systems like power steering
and coolant, the pumps are restored becoming quietly efficient. The noisy
rear ends and 4x4 gears become just as smooth as they were new while
extending the life!
•P
 ermanent
Permanently bonds to the metal and heals wear and tear. Reversing the
age of the motor and other systems making them operate at new
condition or better. The Tribo-MAX coating becomes i nseparable, so it won’t
flush out at your next fluid change!
• Selective
As the oil carries the nano-ceramic around the system, they only bond to
the parts with high heat & friction, and this happens fast. They never build
up in other areas to be wasted as some additives sadly do. Keep the
additive flowing around the system for 1,000 miles to ensure restoration!
• Safe
Protects the environment by reducing emissions and fuel consumption.
This compound is also biodegradable!
SPECIAL ORDER:
2 & 4 stroke formulas, gun-barrel oil, bar and chain oil, just let us know
what to formulate for you! Dry applications for bullets, derby cars,
skateboard bearings, paint... anything!
*By the year 2026, market watchers are estimating tribo-ceramics to
increase up to a $286M market value. In fact, ten Fortune 500 companies
have already found a use for it and tribo-ceramics is currently being
manufactured in 7 different countries. While the higher grade of each
type of ceramic costs even more, we have “angel investors” who have
supplied us with the purest form, highest grade, and smallest particle
size so you receive the BEST and FASTEST results!
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